Victor Cyber
Victor Cyber provides a full package insurance solution, competitively priced
coverage and exclusive access to risk management services through our cyber
incident mobile app, Victor Response.

Here’s what this valuable tool has to offer:
Access to cyber risk management services
PHISHING TRAINING
This training targets company employees whose
credentials are the most vulnerable. We provide Victor
policyholders with simulations of real life cyberthreats
using mock phishing emails.

DARK WEB MONITORING
This tool scours the dark web for information related to
a Victor policyholder’s business. This includes corporate
login credentials and other breaches of sensitive data
related to their domain name.

Receive expert cybersecurity advice
The “Ask the Expert” section via Victor Response allows
Victor policyholders to get in touch with experts for help
with cyber risk mitigation, best practices, cybersecurity
services, data privacy regulations and more.

Get real time cyberthreat alerts
Through continuous monitoring of Victor policyholders’
cyberthreats and an analysis of the latest cyber claims,
our team is able to stop cyberattacks in their tracks.
Through Victor Response, policyholders receive critical
alerts specific to their business along with guidance on
how to rectify any cyber issues.

DEEP SCANNING

Notify claims instantly

This service actively scans a Victor policyholder’s external
client network footprint. The scan helps to identify
the correlated vulnerabilities of claims that lead to
cyberattacks and ransomware.

Suffering a cyber incident? Victor Response allows you to
instantly notify a cyber incident specialist of an issue—and
receive a response within 30 minutes.

The Victor Response app is available
on the Apple Store or Google Play.

Scan for Apple devices

Scan for Android devices

Visit us at victorinsurance.ca/cyber to learn more.
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